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T he Sustainability Exchange 
is a place for colleagues 
in different institutions 
and organisations to 
interact and share their 
sustainability experiences 

via active community forums, a news 
feed, an events diary, best practice 
guides, tool kits, reports, research, 
webinars and videos. It’s called an 
‘Exchange’ as that’s what we need you 
to do – give your knowledge freely in 
exchange for another’s – this is the ethos 
that continues to drive our sector today 
and this portal truly brings this to life.

InspIrIng knowledge 
exchange… over lunch!
A key part of the Sustainability Exchange 
is encouraging dialogue and sharing of 
ideas and approaches whether through 
resources, forums or other online methods. 
It is this concept that inspired our 
‘exchanges’. Since the platform’s launch, 
the EAUC have been delivering a series of 
free lunchtime webinars, hosted by the 
Sustainability Exchange. These webinars see 
professionals from all over the UK coming 
together to share ideas on sustainability 
with a small audience, connecting via 
a user-friendly platform and taking 
advantage of the lunchtime period to learn 
something new over a sandwich. 

So far, we’ve held 13 exchanges, with 
topics ranging from sustainable food, 
paper recycling, various behavioural 
change themes and environmental 
reporting (see list right). Each webinar 
is hosted by a member of the EAUC 
team and presented live to up to 25 
delegates. A recording is taken and 
then uploaded to the Sustainability 
Exchange as a permanent resource to 
be shared with all users. As with all 
resources, each item is tagged with 

Get in touch: If you have an idea you’d like to discuss or a project you’d like to share, you can host an 
exchange. We provide the platform, you provide the knowledge. Please get in touch with us at 
sustainabilityexchange@eauc.org.uk. The Sustainability Exchange is delivered by the EAUC, led by 
Staffordshire University and funded by HEFCE through its Leadership, Governance and Management Fund.
www.sustainabilityexchange.co.uk

An exchange is more 
than just words
In September 2012, the EAUC delivered the Sustainability Exchange into the hands of the sector. For the first time, leading 
organisations from across the tertiary education sector joined forces to combine resources and experience. It is the UK’s first 
centralised information portal and online community for the sector, sharing a wealth of information that is available to everyone

Once you’ve registered, you’ll be the 
first to know about new exchanges 
taking place. With limited availability 
on our live webinars, registering is 
vital. Plus, once you’ve logged in, 
you gain access to the main forum 
and resources not available to those 
simply looking around the platform. 

All you need is an email address 
and password. If you’re an EAUC 
Member, you can log in using your 
email and existing EAUC password.

Register now

our sophisticated search tags to make 
finding the specific resource you want 
as simple and precise as possible!

You will find all upcoming webinars, 
recordings, notes and presentations 
from all of our ‘exchanges’ at www.
sustainabilityexchange.ac.uk/exchanges 

our ‘exchanges’:
✥ Interactive Biodiversity Index 
✥  10 things I learned integrating a higher 
education recycling system
✥ How to influence behaviours 
using the ISM model 
✥ Paper efficiency in packaging 
✥ The Sustainable University
✥ Paper vs Digital 
✥ Behaviour change in Carbon 
Management Plans
✥ Paper utility: the quickest way to 
paper efficiency 
✥ Fresh thinking – Sustainable food 
✥ ISO 50001 – the energy 
management ‘must-have’ 
✥ Exploring Barriers/Motivations to Change 
✥ Effective Environmental Reporting 
✥ Green Walls Exchange 
✥ There are more coming soon! uB
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